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Frequently Asked Questions

Intel® Application Software Development Tool Suite 2.0 For Intel® Atom™ processor

Intel® Embedded Software Development Tool Suite 2.0 For Intel® Atom™ processor

Q1: What is Intel® Application Software Development Tool Suite 2.0 and Intel® Embedded

Software Development Tool Suite 2.0? 

A1: The Intel Application and Embedded Development Tool Suites are a complete set of software 

development tools that cover the entire software development process: 

 The Intel Application Suite addresses ISVs and the Moblin community who want to create 

performance optimized applications for Intel® Atom™ processor and Moblin technology 

powered devices 

 The Intel Embedded Suite is a comprehensive solution and a superset of the Application Suite. 

The Embedded Suite consists of the same components as the Application Suite; it includes an 

additional JTAG debugger that provides OEMs, ODMs, OSVs, and Embedded Developers 

with more capabilities to debug system software, kernel, and OS drivers. The JTAG debugger 

is the key differentiator between both products.

Product content overview:

Intel Application Software Development Tool Suite for Intel® Atom™ processor

- Intel® C++ Compiler 11.1 for Linux*

- Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives Library (Intel® IPP Library) 6.1 for Linux*

- Intel® Application Debugger 2.0 for Linux*

- Intel® VTune™ Performance Analyzer 9.1 for Linux*

Intel Embedded Software Development Tool Suite for Intel® Atom™ processor

- Intel® C++ Compiler 11.1 for Linux*

- Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives Library 6.1 for Linux*

- Intel® Application Debugger 2.0 for Linux*

- Intel® JTAG Debugger 2.0 for Linux*

- Intel® VTune™ Performance Analyzer 9.1 for Linux*

Q2: What’s new in the Intel Application and Embedded Tool Suite 2.0, from the previous MID

Tool Suite 1.x?:

A2: The latest 2.0 version includes the following new features:
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 New updated tools components, a more powerful compiler, optimized Intel® IPP library, and a 

new version of Intel® VTune™ Performance Analyzer

 Support for ALL Intel® Atom™ processor variants – not limited to Intel® Atom™ processor 

Z5xx

 Support for newer Moblin 2.0 compliant OS distributions

 Intel Development Tool Suites 2.0 integrate into “Moblin Image Creator 2”, which is part of the 

Moblin SDK

Q3: Why is Intel providing tools to the Linux community, when GNU is the common standard?

A3: The Intel Application and Embedded Development tool suites 2.0 provide value add features to 

the software developer community as well as co-exists with the standard GNU tools. Developers 

can stay with GCC for kernel builds, while using the Intel Compiler for more performance critical 

code and applications.

Value Add Capabilities:

 Provides higher application performance and longer battery life. These tools enable 

developers to manage and execute critical tasks that can be completed faster, by the OS 

turning the device back into idle mode earlier, resulting in battery energy savings.

 Includes full GUI and Eclipse based debuggers and analysis tools to help find and fix issues 

faster. The Intel debug solutions provide more in-depth debug capabilities than the regular 

GDB provides. 

 Enables hardware vendors and embedded device manufacturers to leverage the many Intel® 

Atom™ processor & chipset specific features, to take advantage of successfully working on 

kernel optimizations, customizations, and driver development, resulting in faster product 

deployment. For more information please review the Intel Embedded Development Tool Suite 

2.0 product brief and product in-depth to learn more about the Intel JTAG debugger features. 

http://software.intel.com/en-us/intel-compilers

Q4: Which host and target systems are supported with 2.0?

A4: All Intel® Atom™ processor variants that are publicly available are supported. 

Host System:

- Ubuntu 9.04*

- Asianux 3*

- Fedora 10* and Fedora 11*

Target System:

- Support of all Intel® Atom™ processor variants (Zxx, Nxx series)

- JTAG Debugger supports:
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o Intel® Atom™ processor Z5xx

o Intel® Media Processor CE 3100

- Linux kernel 2.6.x*, Moblin 2.0* Netbooks, Moblin compliant OS

-

Q5: How can I get the Intel JTAG XDP3 interface?

A5: Intel Embedded Development Tool Suite customers are eligible to obtain a JTAG hardware 

interface on request. The JTAG device will be provided on a 6months loaner basis to customers 

OEMs/Device Manufacturers. Since the numbers of available JTAG devices are limited, some 

delays in shipping JTAG interfaces to customers may occur. To apply for a JTAG device or ask for 

details please contact the XLsoft (https://www.xlsoft.com/jp/services/xlsoft_form.html).

Q6: I purchased support for the MID Tool Suite 1.x, can I upgrade to version 2.0 for free?

A6: Yes. As long as you have a valid maintenance contract in place for the MID device Tool Suite 1.1, 

you are eligible to update to the Intel® Embedded Software Development Tool Suite 2.0 for Intel® 

Atom™ processor for free.  

Q7: Why do I need development tools specifically for Mobile Internet Devices, Consumer 

Electronic, Embedded Devices and Netbooks?

A7: The small GUI-based form factor devices are targeted for ease of use, not necessarily for software 

development. Therefore, a cross development solution is required. 

 The VTune Sampling Collector allows analyzing performance and sample on the target for 

hotspots and performance bottlenecks. This can be done with low footprint and sampling 

overhead and the data can then be analyzed on the development host.

 The Intel® C++ Compiler comes with optimizations features, that specifically target Intel Atom 

processors. Provides a installation routine that allows easy installation into a jailroot/chroot 

environment or a virtual machine, protects the integrity of your target code from pollution with 

host system components. 

 The Intel tools are designed to work with and to be integrated into the same type of chroot 

environment as the Mobile Internet and Linux Project http://www.moblin.org Image Creator 

environment, allows for seamless integration with your Moblin targeted application 

development.

 The Intel® Debuggers permit remote debugging by attaching to running target processes and 

application executable downloads from host to target. Offers a first class Eclipse/RCP based 

GUI with easy and detailed access to application code, shared object debugging, and 

underlying target hardware, making problem isolation and resolution more efficient.
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Q8:  What are the new features of the development tools suite over the individual 

component products?

A8: The new features include the following:

 Intel® C++ Compiler: –xSSE3_ATOM option for highly optimized, in-order scheduler, and 

SSE3 optimizations that specifically target the Intel Atom processor architecture

 Intel® VTune™ Performance Analyzer: Command Line Target Sampling Collector 

supporting event based sampling of events like cache misses and latencies, enables you 

to pinpoint events that may impact application performance in your code 

 Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives library: A highly optimized multimedia library 

tailored for the Intel® Atom™ processor

 New Eclipse based Intel® Debugger GUI. Application debugger with TCP/IP based 

cross debugger capabilities and system debugger with JTAG based cross debug 

capabilities. The latter allows dynamically run-time loaded kernel module debugging 

without kernel module source instrumentation. 
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· Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives Library 6.1 for Linux*


· Intel® Application Debugger 2.0 for Linux*


· Intel® JTAG Debugger 2.0 for Linux*
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Q2: What’s new in the Intel Application and Embedded Tool Suite 2.0, from the previous MID Tool Suite 1.x?:

A2: The latest 2.0 version includes the following new features:

· New updated tools components, a more powerful compiler, optimized Intel® IPP library, and a new version of Intel® VTune™ Performance Analyzer


· Support for ALL Intel® Atom™ processor variants – not limited to Intel® Atom™ processor Z5xx


· Support for newer Moblin 2.0 compliant OS distributions


· Intel Development Tool Suites 2.0 integrate into “Moblin Image Creator 2”, which is part of the Moblin SDK

Q3: Why is Intel providing tools to the Linux community, when GNU is the common standard?


A3: The Intel Application and Embedded Development tool suites 2.0 provide value add features to the software developer community as well as co-exists with the standard GNU tools. Developers can stay with GCC for kernel builds, while using the Intel Compiler for more performance critical code and applications.

Value Add Capabilities:

· Provides higher application performance and longer battery life. These tools enable developers to manage and execute critical tasks that can be completed faster, by the OS turning the device back into idle mode earlier, resulting in battery energy savings.


· Includes full GUI and Eclipse based debuggers and analysis tools to help find and fix issues faster. The Intel debug solutions provide more in-depth debug capabilities than the regular GDB provides. 

· Enables hardware vendors and embedded device manufacturers to leverage the many Intel® Atom™ processor & chipset specific features, to take advantage of successfully working on kernel optimizations, customizations, and driver development, resulting in faster product deployment. For more information please review the Intel Embedded Development Tool Suite 2.0 product brief and product in-depth to learn more about the Intel JTAG debugger features. http://software.intel.com/en-us/intel-compilers 

Q4: Which host and target systems are supported with 2.0?


A4: All Intel® Atom™ processor variants that are publicly available are supported. 


Host System:


· Ubuntu 9.04*


· Asianux 3*


· Fedora 10* and Fedora 11*


Target System:


· Support of all Intel® Atom™ processor variants (Zxx, Nxx series)


· JTAG Debugger supports:


· Intel® Atom™ processor Z5xx


· Intel® Media Processor CE 3100


· Linux kernel 2.6.x*, Moblin 2.0* Netbooks, Moblin compliant OS

Q5: How can I get the Intel JTAG XDP3 interface?


A5: Intel Embedded Development Tool Suite customers are eligible to obtain a JTAG hardware interface on request. The JTAG device will be provided on a 6months loaner basis to customers OEMs/Device Manufacturers. Since the numbers of available JTAG devices are limited, some delays in shipping JTAG interfaces to customers may occur. To apply for a JTAG device or ask for details please contact the XLsoft (https://www.xlsoft.com/jp/services/xlsoft_form.html).

Q6: I purchased support for the MID Tool Suite 1.x, can I upgrade to version 2.0 for free?


A6: Yes. As long as you have a valid maintenance contract in place for the MID device Tool Suite 1.1, you are eligible to update to the Intel® Embedded Software Development Tool Suite 2.0 for Intel® Atom™ processor for free.  


Q7: Why do I need development tools specifically for Mobile Internet Devices, Consumer Electronic, Embedded Devices and Netbooks?


A7: The small GUI-based form factor devices are targeted for ease of use, not necessarily for software development. Therefore, a cross development solution is required. 


· The VTune Sampling Collector allows analyzing performance and sample on the target for hotspots and performance bottlenecks. This can be done with low footprint and sampling overhead and the data can then be analyzed on the development host.


· The Intel® C++ Compiler comes with optimizations features, that specifically target Intel Atom processors. Provides a installation routine that allows easy installation into a jailroot/chroot environment or a virtual machine, protects the integrity of your target code from pollution with host system components. 


· The Intel tools are designed to work with and to be integrated into the same type of chroot environment as the Mobile Internet and Linux Project http://www.moblin.org Image Creator environment, allows for seamless integration with your Moblin targeted application development.


· The Intel® Debuggers permit remote debugging by attaching to running target processes and application executable downloads from host to target. Offers a first class Eclipse/RCP based GUI with easy and detailed access to application code, shared object debugging, and underlying target hardware, making problem isolation and resolution more efficient.


Q8:  
What are the new features of the development tools suite over the individual component products?


A8: 
The new features include the following:

· Intel® C++ Compiler: –xSSE3_ATOM option for highly optimized, in-order scheduler, and SSE3 optimizations that specifically target the Intel Atom processor architecture


· Intel® VTune™ Performance Analyzer: Command Line Target Sampling Collector supporting event based sampling of events like cache misses and latencies, enables you to pinpoint events that may impact application performance in your code 

· Intel® Integrated Performance Primitives library: A highly optimized multimedia library tailored for the Intel® Atom™ processor


· New Eclipse based Intel® Debugger GUI. Application debugger with TCP/IP based cross debugger capabilities and system debugger with JTAG based cross debug capabilities. The latter allows dynamically run-time loaded kernel module debugging without kernel module source instrumentation. 
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